This NEVs & LEAN Mobility Workshop is for practitioners and policy-makers wanting to meet those and other critical transportation goals. The workshop focuses on expanding mobility choices by providing Low Emission Alternative Network (LEAN) Lanes for low speed, low cost, low-to-zero emission modes, especially neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs), scooters, trikes, and similar modes.

This workshop is an interactive dialogue with participants, covering:

- What NEVs and LEAN Lanes™ are and why they are the future
- Why the prime directive is "safety, safety, safety"
- Lessons from early adopters, from California to Georgia
- How low speed mobility can improve public health, equity, and economic resilience
- How NEVs and LEAN Lanes help address both affordability and transportation challenges
- How to fund and build LEAN Lanes
- Building support for this game-changer with cities, counties, and general public

Think lean.
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